member-tested seal
This seal is awarded to products that at least two out of
three testers recommend to fellow Club members. The
test scores are compiled from all test reports. Ratings are
based on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest.
BY ross tan n er, pro duct test e dito r

M e m b e r fo r u m

Member Tested

2,727 Club members tested $54,967.45 in products
Li-Ion Combo Kit
MEMBER RATING: 9.8 BEST FEATURE: QUALITY
RIDGID, 866-539-1710, www.ridgid.com
Backed by a lifetime agreement for free batteries, parts and service,
the Ridgid X4 5-piece 18V Lithium-Ion Combo Kit ($499) features a
hammer drill/driver, a circular saw, a reciprocating saw, an impact
driver and an LED work light as well as an LED grip light that engages
whenever you hold the tool and an innovative hex grip that provides
maximum comfort. The hammer drill/driver has a 1/2-in. chuck,
565 in.-lbs. of torque and a mode selector for quick transitions
between driving, drilling and hammering. The circular saw features
a 6-1/2-in. blade, 5,000 RPM and a sight-line blower that directs
debris away from the cut line for better visibility. The reciprocating
saw boasts on/off orbital action for faster performance when cutting
wood and a pivoting shoe that can move freely or be locked in three
positions. The impact driver offers 1,400 in.-lbs. of torque, a one-hand
quick-load bit holder and a removable belt hook. The LED work light
provides 150 lumens and can easily change from spotlight to area
light, and its retractable sky hook makes it easy to hang where you
need it. The kit also includes two 18-volt Li-Ion batteries.

Walter Morrison, Somerdale, NJ: “The
Ridgid Combo Kit exceeded everything I was
expecting while building a deck. I had zero
downtime because I could go from one tool
to another, and I always had a battery ready.”

Todd Bennett, Arcadia, LA: “I
found it to be very durable after
the impact drill accidently fell
off of an 8-ft. ladder and kept
on working.”

Pullout Kitchen Fau
Snow Plow
MEMBER RATING: 9.3 BEST FEATURE: QUALITY
The Home Plow, 877-504-7569, www.thehomeplow.com
The Home Plow ($2,600) is engineered to fit today’s light trucks and
SUVs using a Class 3, 2-in. front-receiver hitch for quick and easy
noncommercial snow removal. The sealed hydraulic power unit allows users to control the up/down motion of the plow; the left/right
motion is controlled by Home Plow’s patented Auto-Angle system —
all operated from the driver’s seat. Integrated casters make the plow
easy to maneuver, store and attach. The blade is made of 14-gauge
steel and coated with Dura Slick Powder Paint that provides better
snow-rolling action for increased clearing performance.
Duane Manke, Annandale, MN: “The unit is lightweight but strong enough to
plow my 700-ft. driveway. For heavier snowfalls I can use the locking pin, and
the auto angler works great for lighter snowfalls.”
Jim Reynolds, Newaygo, MI: “The plow is easy to attach to a vehicle. After
plowing, I can quickly wheel it to the back of my garage for storage.”
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